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HE COVID-19 outbreak has led almost every Pakistani 

city to close schools for the past several weeks. The 

closure has impacted nearly 225,711 schools nationwide so 

far. And now that children cannot attend class in person, 

many parents are seeking out online resources, apps and 

games to keep their kids busy at home. Progressive 

Education Network (PEN) launched a new free online 

learning resource <www.penacademy.pk> for pre-K-5 

students to continue education at home during coronavirus. 

The e-portal includes supplementary practice exercises and 

materials for educators. All resources are freely available in 

English and Urdu for children, parents and teachers.  

 

According to John Medina, vision is our most dominant 

sense, taking up half of our brain’s resources; 65% of people 

are visual learners, and 90% of the information transmitted 

to the brain is visual; and visual information is processed 

60,000x faster than text. For those reasons, there has been an 

inevitable shift towards visual content in education space. 

The Digital Revolution, which has transformed business and 

our lives offers a great opportunity to transform education. 

e-Learning is established and growing rapidly worldwide. 

However, it is largely focused at college level, and not at the  

 
 

 

K–5 levels, where it could have the greatest impact. 

Traditional models of education do not offer solutions to 

child illiteracy problem. While there is great interest in 

reducing out of school children, no short-term solution is 

apparent through traditional approaches. 

 

Coined by Aldo Morri in 1997, the term “e-learning” may be 

defined as the designation of technology-propelled ways to 

make the educational process more efficient, transparent and 

effective (Carnet 2013). According to Gómez (2015), e-

learning is a form of “Blended Learning” that combines 

aspects of “face-to-face” and “distance” learning. Learners 

become rapidly engaged when introduced to e-learning as 

interaction and instant feedback features make the learning 

process more engaging. Greenagel (2002, p.3), however, 

disagrees with this view and calls it as “far too often puerile, 

boring, and of unknown or doubtful effectiveness”. So, what 

is e-learning missing then? Could it be gamification?  

 

In essence, gamification is applying game mechanics to a 

method of educating (Lee & Hammer 2011), and when used  

correctly, it can also lead to enhanced intrinsic motivation in 

learners. Gamification combines two types of motivations: 
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on one hand using extrinsic rewards such as levels, points, 

badges to improve engagement while striving to raise 

feelings of achieving mastery, autonomy and sense of 

belonging (Richter, Raban & Rafaeli 2015). Sometimes, 

these rewards can be de-motivating for learners as they 

encourage addicted or compulsive behaviour, and oftentimes 

counter-productive, distracting and a waste of time (Glover 

2013; Zichermann 2011). 

 

The realities of opportunity for Pakistani children to grow 

are very different depending on location. The pall of 

inequality casts its shadow, especially as poverty has rapidly 

spread in recent years due to poor governance, corruption, 

terrorism, political instability and now the Coronavirus 

pandemic and resulting lockdowns. PEN is committed to 

nothing less than closing the unacceptable opportunity and 

achievement gaps for low-income children, and opening 

door for all from cradle to school and college. We want the 

young people of our region—whether they grow up in urban 

or rural settings—to have the same shot at career opportunity 

and economic success. Today, they do not! 
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